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What do you do when it seems the world is crashing
down on you? Follow Zen Ninja's Five Star Breathing
and you'll find your zen in no time. Find out what
happens in this comedic book about developing your
zen. Life is hard! And it's even harder for children
who are just trying to figure things out. The new
children's book series, Ninja Life Hacks, was
developed to help children learn valuable life skills.
Fun, pint-size characters in comedic books easy
enough for young readers, yet witty enough for
adults. The Ninja Life Hacks book series is geared to
kids 3-11. Perfect for boys, girls, early readers,
primary school students, or toddlers. Excellent
resource for counselors, parents, and teachers alike.
Collect all the Ninja Life Hacks books! Fun, free
printables at ninjalifehacks.tv
You Can Count on Animals to Make Yoga Fun! What
could be more fun for kids than to hop like a frog,
slither like a snake, and roar like a lion—all while
learning an empowering, healthy life skill? Zoo Zen:
A Yoga Story for Kids is a delightful pose-along
adventure for children ages four to eight. Young
readers will join our heroine Lyla as she learns ten
yoga poses from her friends at the zoo, receiving
helpful tips along the way from each animal she
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encounters. Using rhyming and counting to make
memorization easier, here is an imaginative book
that combines the benefits of yoga with kids’ natural
love for animals to create a magical learning journey
that parents and kids can enjoy together. Ages 4–8
Do you have a real relationship with God, or do you
just have a religion? Do you know God, or do you
just know about God? In How Big Is Your God? Paul
Coutinho, SJ, challenges us to grow stronger and
deeper in our faith and in our relationship with God—a
God whose love knows no bounds. To help us on
our way, Coutinho introduces us to people in various
world religions—from Hindu friends to Buddhist
teachers to St. Ignatius of Loyola—who have shaped
his spiritual life and made possible his deep,
personal relationship with God.
There is nothing like the bond between you and your
dog, and that bond can be strengthened through
training together. Let Certified Pet Dog Trainer
Gerilyn J. Bielakiewicz show you how to introduce
new skills the right way and teach your dog simple
commands, crowd-pleasing tricks, and everything in
between! You'll learn how to: Control excessive
barking Housebreak a puppy or adult dog Stop
jumping and other problem behaviors Teach tricks
based on your dog's temperament Walk your dog onleash safely Use treats, clickers, and toys for training
Featuring fun photos that showcase easy tricks, this
all-in-one resource is your ultimate guide for a wellPage 2/12
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behaved and happy pet!
Owen had a fuzzy yellow blanket. "Fuzzy goes
where I go," said Owen. But Mrs. Tweezers
disagreed. She thought Owen was too old for a
blanket. Owen disagreed. No matter what Mrs.
Tweezers came up with, Blanket Fairies or vinegar,
Owen had the answer. But when school started,
Owen't mother knew just what to do, and everyone -Owen, Fuzzy, and even Mrs. Tweezers -- was
happy.
The book introduces a little girl who wears her
mom's leopard-print scarf as a superhero cape in
hopes to do something big to make the world a
better place. What this little girl doesn't realize is that
she's already doing just that. Every day, she is polite,
kind, considerate. Her actions cause others to act
the same way; her actions pay it forward and create
a ripple-effect of kindness.However, by the end of
the week, a girl with a cape feels defeated. She is
convinced that her scarf doesn't work; that she's too
small to make a difference in the world.The book
ends with her mom telling her otherwise and praising
her for all the good she's done. Her mom makes her
realize that she is the "biggest difference-maker of
all" and asks her, "So now that you know that your
powers are true...tell me sweet darling, what next will
you do?"Oh the possibilities to change the world...
Welcome to Camp Zen Pig! Become a Zen Pig
Scout and follow along with our Ultimate Summer
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Guide!The Camp Zen Pig Ultimate Summer Guide is
a fantastic resource for parents that want to make
the most of Summer Breaks. Find insightful ideas
and activities that you and your kids can actively do
without breaking the piggy bank.
Stanley Bing follows his enormously successful
What Would Machiavelli Do? with another
subversively humorous exploration of how work
would be different—if the Buddha were your personal
consultant. What would the Buddha do—if he had to
deal with a rampaging elephant of a boss every day?
That is the premise of Stanley Bing’s wickedly funny
guide to finding inner peace in the face of
relentlessly obnoxious, huge, and sometimes smelly
bosses. Taking the concept of managing up to a new
cosmic plateau, Bing urges no less than a revolution
of the spirit in the American workplace, turning
overwrought, oppressed, stressed-out employees
into models of Zen-like powers of concentration, able
to take their elephant-like bosses and grey,
lumbering companies and twirl them around the little
finger of their consciousness. In Bing’s unique
tradition of social criticism cum business self-help,
Throwing the Elephant presents Four Truths (or
possibly Five), a Ninefold Path, and one useful,
hilarious guide to workplace sanity, success, and
enlightenment that surpasses all understanding,
survival.
Zen PigVolume 1 / Issue 3: All That Is Needed
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Fiona the Flamingo is different than all of her sisters--they all
have pink feathers, but Faye's won't stop changing color!
Follow her through a rainbow-filled day as she learns to
accept being different.
Acclaimed as one of the most exciting books in the history of
American letters, this modern epic became an instant
bestseller upon publication in 1974, transforming a generation
and continuing to inspire millions. This 25th Anniversary Quill
Edition features a new introduction by the author; important
typographical changes; and a Reader's Guide that includes
discussion topics, an interview with the author, and letters
and documents detailing how this extraordinary book came to
be. A narration of a summer motorcycle trip undertaken by a
father and his son, the book becomes a personal and
philosophical odyssey into fundamental questions of how to
live. The narrator's relationship with his son leads to a
powerful self-reckoning; the craft of motorcycle maintenance
leads to an austerely beautiful process for reconciling
science, religion, and humanism. Resonant with the
confusions of existence, Zen and the Art of Motorcycle
Maintenance is a touching and transcendent book of life.
It's Halloween. The trees are ablaze in fiery reds. Excited
children don colorful costumes. And there's mystery and fun
around every corner! When Addy, Michael, and Karl finish
trick-or-treating, their bags are brimming with treats. But the
fun isn't over yet. Their good friend Stillwater the panda has
one more special surprise in store for them. A mysterious
visitor is about to tell them a spine-tingling story --- one that
will fill each and every reader with wonder.
Are there gifts you can't buy? What is their value? The Gifts
You Cannot Buy is a children's book written in poetry form
that explores those questions. Some gifts are so powerful,
they are priceless. This beautiful and inspiring book helps
readers of all ages reflect on some of the most important
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things in life: people, friendship, time, nature, faith, love and
hope. It will bring families together as they discuss the
themes and topics of the book and view the simple yet
enchanting illustrations. What are some of the gifts you've
received in your life that are priceless? What do they mean to
you? How have they changed your life? Open up
conversation with your loved ones, steer them toward the
more important things in life and encourage your little ones to
appreciate what they have. * Bonus Content: At the end of
the book you will find the sections "Let's think about it" and
"An activity for you" with questions that stimulate reflection
and discussion on the theme of the story and an activity that
will help the entire family to create lasting memories while
exercising values and gratitude. ***** Praise for The Gifts You
Cannot Buy ****: "Sometimes the simplest things really are
the best. The Gifts You Cannot Buy is a tender look at the
beautiful ways in which we are all gifted daily and with those
treasures that truly cannot be bought. The whimsical art was
as gentle as the text and woven together, this book is a
reminder to pay attention to what really matters" Patrice Karst
best selling Author of THE INVISIBLE STRING, THE
INVISIBLE STRING WORKBOOK, and THE INVISIBLE
LEASHTarget Audience: Children from 0 to 100 years oldIdeal for Ages: 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9. Pre K, Kindergarten,
Elementary ** This book is also available in Portuguese.
Peppa Pig gets a pretty card in the mail from Zoe Zebra. It's a
Valentine's Day card! Peppa learns about the meaning of
Valentine's Day and decides to show all of her friends just
how special they are to her. This storybook with Valentine's
stickers is based on the hit animated TV show, as seen on
Nick Jr.
In this highly anticipated addition to the critically acclaimed
Zen Pig series, Zen Pig teaches others about the marvels of
nature unlocked through mindfulness."Ah," Zen Pig said, a
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small smile on his face. "The tree is just the beginning, there's
much more to embrace."
Zen Pig is asked to speak to the town on gratitude.
The multimillion-copy bestselling book of spiritual wisdom
about the importance of slowing down in our fast-paced
world, by the Buddhist author of Love for Imperfect Things
“Wise advice on how to reflect and slow down.” —Elle Is it the
world that’s busy, or is it my mind? The world moves fast, but
that doesn’t mean we have to. This bestselling mindfulness
guide by Haemin Sunim (which means “spontaneous
wisdom”), a renowned Buddhist meditation teacher born in
Korea and educated in the United States, illuminates a path
to inner peace and balance amid the overwhelming demands
of everyday life. By offering guideposts to well-being and
happiness in eight areas—including relationships, love, and
spirituality—Haemin Sunim emphasizes the importance of
forging a deeper connection with others and being
compassionate and forgiving toward ourselves. The more
than twenty full-color illustrations that accompany his
teachings serve as calming visual interludes, encouraging us
to notice that when you slow down, the world slows down with
you.
Oh no! The big bad wolf is in London! But he is no match for
these three little pigs! Staring a silly big bad Siberian Husky,
the cleverest Guinea Pig this side of a hard hat, and famous
London city landmarks, this version of the Three Little Pigs
turns the classic children's story into a hilarious tale of
London pride! Includes a write your own story activity
especially for children ages 3-8 who are planning to visit, or
who have recently visited, the great city of London! Looking
for a different city? Search Dr. Silly Goose for more cityspecific versions of The Three Little Pigs. Also available: Los
Angeles, Chicago, Houston, Philadelphia, San Antonio, San
Diego, Dallas, New York City, Jacksonville, San Francisco,
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Austin, Seattle, Denver, Washington DC, and Boston.
Offers some basic information about the furry creatures, from
their insatiable appetite for fruit and nuts to their favorite
sayings.
Create, relax, and inspire one stroke at a time with The Great
Zentangle Book! Zentangle(r) is a meditative art in which lines
and shapes are created and combined to make one intricate
piece of artwork. Complied by certified Zentangle trainer,
Beate Winkler, these 100 step-by-step Zentangle patterns will
help you relax while creating approachable and beautiful
works of art. Discover beautiful tangles from artists from
around the world, including Zentangle founders Maria
Thomas and Rick Roberts. Be up to date on current
Zentangle trends with new, delicate bijou tiles and find
inspiration for your own Zentangle artwork while learning
fascinating information and techniques. It's time you gave
your mind a creative break with The Great Zentangle Book!
One of NPR's 50 Favorite Sci-Fi and Fantasy Books of the
Past Decade Magic and mayhem clash with the British elite in
this whimsical and sparkling debut. The Royal Society of
Unnatural Philosophers maintains the magic within His
Majesty’s lands. But lately, the once proper institute has
fallen into disgrace, naming an altogether unsuitable
gentleman as their Sorcerer Royal and allowing England’s
stores of magic to bleed dry. At least they haven’t stooped so
low as to allow women to practice what is obviously a man’s
profession… At his wit’s end, Zacharias Wythe, Sorcerer
Royal of the Unnatural Philosophers, ventures to the border
of Fairyland to discover why England’s magical stocks are
drying up, an adventure that brings him in contact with
Prunella Gentlewoman, a woman with immense power and
an unfathomable gift, and sets him on a path which will alter
the nature of sorcery in all of Britain—and the world at large…
In the third book of the critically-acclaimed Zen Pig series,
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Zen Pig delves into the importance of gratitude. With his
charming wisdom, Zen Pig teaches us that all we have is all
we need.
If you give a pig a party,she's going to ask for someballoons.
When you give her the balloons, she'll want to decorate the
house. When she's finished, she'll put on her favorite dress.
Then she'll call all her friends -- Mouse, Moose, and more.
The little pig from If You Give a Pig a Pancake is back, and
this time she wants to throw a great big party! Laura Numeroff
and Felicia Bond have created another winning story for this
beloved character in the tradition of the best-selling If You
Give a Mouse a Cookie.
Time after time, Preston the pig unknowingly outwits a hungry
wolf that is trying to catch and eat him.

"Right Now, I Am Fine" is a mindfully written selfhelp guide to aid children in dealing with stress and
anxiety, by uncovering their emotions and following a
simple calming routine. This is a coloring book
edition to further help children overcome anxiety and
increase attention to all the lessons of the book. Dr.
Daniela Owen, Ph.D. is a clinical child psychologist
in the San Francisco Bay Area. She works primarily
with children, adolescents, and their families and
specializes in using evidence-based treatments to
help with managing anxiety, worry, anger, and low
mood. Through her children's books, Daniela brings
to life concepts and strategies that can be helpful for
children everywhere.
Stillwater, the beloved Zen panda, now in his own
Apple TV+ original series! Stillwater the Panda
returns in a delightful companion to his Caldecott
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Honor Book, Zen Shorts. Summer has arrived -- and
so has Koo, Stillwater's haiku-speaking young
nephew. And when Stillwater encourages Koo, and
his friends Addy, Michael, and Karl to help a grouchy
old neighbor in need, their efforts are rewarded in
unexpected ways.Zen Ties is a charming story of
compassion and friendship that reaffirms the
importance of our ties to one another.
Do you remember your first friend? Your friends
always find a way to double your joys and halve your
sorrows. This fun, rhyming book helps children
understand the value of having friends and of being
a friend to others.
In this highly anticipated addition to Volume 1, Zen
Pig teaches others about the marvels of nature
unlocked through mindfulness. Partnering with nonprofit Know.Think.Act. each copy sold provides 10
people access to clean water for 1 year.
Welcome to Colorado! We're glad you're here!
Here's the next in a new series of picture books
about each US state. Children from Colorado and
those who'd like to visit one day will love this bright,
cheerful, fact-filled picture-book celebration of "the
Centennial State." With information about the state's
animals, plants, regions, food, people, customs, and
fun places to visit, this tribute to Colorado is the
perfect gift for vacationers and residents alike. The
warm, bright illustrations highlight the many delights
to be found throughout the state. And the easy-yetPage 10/12
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informative details ("There's one place in the United
States where you can stand in four states at once!
The borders of Colorado, Arizona, Utah, and New
Mexico all meet at Four Corners") give just the right
amount of information to kids from preschool on up.
The third book "Right Now" series helps children
learn what it means to be kind and aware of other
people.
Michelle loves to yell and scream as loudly as she
can. The word "quiet" isn't even in her
vocabulary...until one of Michelle's classmates
comes up with a plan to beat her at her own game.
Zen Pig teaches gratitude, compassion, and
mindfulness in easy to understand language.
Zen Pig helps his niece understand, accept, and
welcome her feelings.
I knew Edward Monkton was going to be a success
when people started e-mailing me daily saying that it
touched their hearts, it made them think, and most
important, it made them laugh out loud-again and
again." --Giles Andreae * In the tradition of Jonathan
Livingston Seagull comes The Pig of Happiness-a
philosophizing porcine fellow with a penchant for
spreading good cheer. Edward Monkton's
philosophical piglet aspires to elevate the spirit and
become the Pig of Happiness. His happiness is so
big it seeps from inside him to all the other pigs and
then to all the other animals in the barnyard. *
Monkton, perhaps better known as the U.K.'s topPage 11/12
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selling living poet Giles Andreae, pairs a fresh
illustrative style with simple yet profound prose to
create this modern-day parable. * Monkton's greeting
cards and book titles have been a big hit in the U.K.
His gift books are presented to the U.S. market by
Andrews McMeel exclusively, while a
complementary card line from Sunrise will be
introduced in the summer of 2007.
In the next installment of the beloved Zen Pig series,
Zen Pig reveals the importance of gratitude in our
daily lives."Discover the joy, of not wanting
more...acknowledge your blessings, and your spirit
will soar."
Zen Pig starts this adventure with a story on finding
love. Is it hard to find? What does it even look like?
Come, let Zen Pig show you."First we must
remember that love is not a thing...but the way we
treat ourselves and others, the song our actions
sing."
Zen Pig continues his adventures by helping a new
friend discover what life is really about..."The good
can only come from your own caring hands. Don't
look to others to save yourself or the world, we all
need YOU to take a stand."
In his introductory story, Zen Pig teaches others
gratitude, presence, and compassion."Care for each
other, as much as yourself...and never lose sight,
that love is true wealth."
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